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Proposed Constitutional Treaty: 
Outcome of the Irish Presidency 
and the Subsidiarity Early Warning 
Mechanism  

CHAPTER 1:  

1. In this report we make available for the information of the House evidence 
taken after the Brussels European Council. It has been our practice for some 
years to hear from the Minister of Europe after major European councils and 
we did so again this year. Much of our evidence session focused on the 
proposed Constitutional Treaty as agreed at the Intergovernmental 
Conference (IGC) that met alongside the European Council. 

2. In addition, given the notable success of the Irish Presidency, not least in 
securing political agreement on the proposed Constitutional Treaty, we 
heard from the Ambassador of Ireland in a session that we hope will be of 
use to those Member States, including the United Kingdom, that will be 
holding the Presidency in the near future. That evidence too is made 
available in this report. 

3.  The latest text of the proposed Constitutional Treaty has been published by 
the IGC as document CIG 86/04 which consolidates the text produced by 
the Convention on the Future of Europe with changes made subsequently by 
the IGC. This text is available online at 
http://ue.eu.int/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/en/misc/81243.pdf 

4. The text is now subject to a process of revision by legal experts which is 
expected to lead to the production of a final text in the autumn for Member 
States to sign in Rome on 29 October, as agreed by the General Affairs and 
External Relations Council on 12 July1. Only then can the process of formal 
ratification by Member States, using their own parliamentary procedures or 
referenda as appropriate, begin. 

5. This report also provides an opportunity for us to inform the House that we 
do not intend to supplement at this stage our previous examination of the 
Treaty text, although we do take this opportunity to publish with the 
evidence some recent correspondence with the Government on the Treaty. 

6. We do, however, intend to launch an immediate inquiry into the proposed 
Subsidiarity Early Warning Mechanism. Our Call for Evidence was issued in 
July and appears in Appendix 1. 

7. To assist readers of the evidence printed with this report we index it as we 
usually do in such reports, rather than seeking to summarise it. The evidence 
given by the Minister for Europe and the Ambassador for Ireland looked at 
the separate issues of the Constitutional Treaty agreed at the IGC and the 
work of the European Presidency in more general terms. 

                                                                                                                                     
1  http://ue.eu.int/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/gena/81415.pdf 
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8. The following key topics were discussed with regard to the Constitutional 
Treaty: 

• Consolidated Text (QQ3-4, QQ66-67, Q70) 

• Economic Policy (QQ11-16) 

• European Foreign Minister (Q2, QQ17-19, Q86) 

• European Public Prosecutor (QQ37-46) 

• Judicial Co-operation in Criminal Matters (QQ22-36, QQ89-90) 

• Role of national Parliaments (Q2) 

• Social Security (QQ59-63). 

9. The following key topics were discussed with regard to the work of the 
Presidency: 

• Enlargement of the Union (QQ77-85) 

• Nominating the President of the European Commission (QQ71-76) 

• Lisbon Process (QQ92-94) 

• Public Relations (QQ86-89) 

• Respective functions of EUROJUST & EUROPOL (QQ47-58). 
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APPENDIX 1: SUBIDIARITY EARLY WARNING MECHANISM CALL 
FOR EVIDENCE 

The House of Lords European Union Committee has decided to examine the 
provisions for strengthening subsidiarity as set out in the proposed Constitutional 
Treaty agreed at the June European Council. In particular, the Committee will 
wish to explore how the “early warning mechanism” for monitoring subsidiarity 
compliance would work in practice. Noting that each Chamber of a bicameral 
National Parliament would have its own vote, the Committee intends to advise the 
House of Lords on how the mechanism would operate in the House of Lords. 

The principle of subsidiarity is defined in Article I-9 of the Constitutional Treaty 
and implies that decisions must be made as close to citizens as possible. The ‘early 
warning mechanism’ as described in the Protocol on the application of the 
principles of subsidiarity and proportionality aims to strengthen national 
Parliaments’ ability to monitor the Union’s observance of the principle of 
subsidiarity. Extracts from the latest text of the Treaty are reproduced below. 

The Committee would be pleased to have your views. The Committee will in 
particular wish to explore the following key issues in detail and would welcome 
your views on any or all of the following questions: 

Subsidiarity and its monitoring 

• Treaty Article I.9 defines the principle of subsidiarity. How is this 
principle applied in practice? 

• Is it possible to identify criteria to measure the application of the 
principle of subsidiarity and, if so, what might they be? On what grounds 
can infringement of the principle be assessed? 

• Is monitoring of subsidiarity compliance voluntary for national 
Parliaments or (as appears to be implied by Article I.9 (3)) a Treaty 
obligation? 

• Which other bodies are or should be responsible for monitoring 
compliance? In particular what are the responsibilities of the Member 
States, the Committee of the Regions and regional assemblies? 

The role of regional assemblies 

• Is it the role of regional assemblies with legislative powers to produce 
their own assessments of subsidiarity compliance or to hold the 
Government’s assessment (via Explanatory Memoranda) to account? 

• How best can the views of the regional assemblies with legislative powers 
be presented to the national Parliament? 

• Through what procedures would such an objection be brought to the 
attention of the national Parliament so as to allow them to be taken into 
account as required by the Protocol? 

Procedure within the House of Lords 

• Would an objection require the agreement of the whole House or could 
the responsibility be delegated to a committee? 
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• If an objection required the agreement of the House what procedure 
would be followed and how would the necessary time for debate be 
secured? If a committee were to decide, what expertise and resources 
would such a committee require? Would the European Union 
Committee be able to fulfil this role? 

• Should there be formal exchange of information between the two Houses 
on how each House is intending to proceed with regard to a particular 
legislative proposal? 

• What effect will Parliamentary recesses have on the operation of the 
mechanism in the Lords? 

Collaboration with other national parliaments 

• Should national Parliaments co-ordinate their objections across the EU 
(as opposed to merely exchanging information)? If so, how can this be 
achieved and, in particular, would there be any virtue in agreeing a 
common understanding of what subsidiarity means? 

• In the absence of such co-ordination what effect would objections on 
multiple, and perhaps contradictory, grounds create? 

• In any event, to facilitate information exchanges, what use could be 
made of the IPEX website or the COSAC email exchange network to 
communicate objections? 

Timing 

• How can the mechanism be operated so that the votes of national 
Parliaments are submitted and collated within a six week time-frame? 

• What use can be made of electronic documentation to facilitate quick 
exchange of communication between institutions? 

• How can we ensure meaningful exchange of information between 
national Parliaments given the short timeframe for submissions? 

Judicial review 

• Can a failure by the European Institutions to amend or withdraw a draft 
act that has been objected to by a quorum of national Parliaments be 
challenged at any stage before adoption? 

• Article 7 of the Protocol is innovative in giving the ECJ jurisdiction to 
hear a case brought or notified by a Member State “on behalf of [a] 
National Parliament or a chamber of it” objecting to a breach of the 
principle of subsidiarity in a legislative act as adopted. In what 
circumstances and through which procedures would the Government 
take to the ECJ an objection raised by the House of Lords? 

• Should national Parliaments and the Committee of the Regions operate 
together in deciding whether or not to seek a challenge under Article 7? 
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GUIDANCE TO THOSE SUBMITTING WRITTEN EVIDENCE 

Written evidence is invited in response to the questions above, to arrive by 
no later than Tuesday 12 October 2004. 

The questions above cover a broad range of topics and there is no need for 
individual submissions to deal with all the issues. Evidence should be kept as short 
as possible: submissions of not more than four sides of A4 paper of free-standing 
text, excluding any supporting annexes, are preferred. Paragraphs should be 
numbered. 

Evidence should be sent in hard copy and electronically to the addresses below. 

Evidence should be attributed and dated, with a note of the author’s name and 
position. Please state whether evidence is submitted on an individual or corporate 
basis. 

Evidence becomes the property of the Committee, and may be printed or 
circulated by the Committee at any stage. You may publicise or publish your 
evidence yourself, but in doing so you must indicate that it was prepared for the 
Committee. 

Submissions will be acknowledged. Any enquiries should be addressed to: Simon 
Burton, Clerk of EU Select Committee, Committee Office, House of Lords, 
London, SW1A 0PW; telephone 020 7219 6083; fax 020 7219 6715; email 
euclords@parliament.uk. 

This is a public call for evidence. You are encouraged to bring it to the 
attention of other groups and individuals who may not have received a 
copy directly. 
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Extracts from the latest text of the Constitutional Treaty 

TITLE III 

UNION COMPETENCES 

Article I-9: Fundamental principles 

1. The limits of Union competences are governed by the principle of conferral. 
The use of Union competences is governed by the principles of subsidiarity and 
proportionality. 

2. Under the principle of conferral, the Union shall act within the limits of the 
competences conferred upon it by the Member States in the Constitution to attain 
the objectives set out in the Constitution. Competences not conferred upon the 
Union in the Constitution remain with the Member States. 

3. Under the principle of subsidiarity, in areas which do not fall within its exclusive 
competence the Union shall act only if and insofar as the objectives of the 
intended action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States, either at 
central level or at regional and local level, but can rather, by reason of the scale or 
effects of the proposed action, be better achieved at Union level. 

The Union Institutions shall apply the principle of subsidiarity as laid down in the 
Protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality. 
National Parliaments shall ensure compliance with that principle in accordance 
with the procedure set out in the Protocol. 

4. Under the principle of proportionality, the content and form of Union action 
shall not exceed what is necessary to achieve the objectives of the Constitution. 

The Institutions shall apply the principle of proportionality as laid down in the 
Protocol referred to in paragraph 3. 

Source: extract from 2003/2004 IGC Provisional consolidated version of the draft 
Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe (CIG 86/04). The full text can be 
accessed at http://ue.eu.int/igcpdf/en/04/cg00/cg00086.en04.pdf. 
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Protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and 
proportionality 

THE HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES, 

WISHING to ensure that decisions are taken as closely as possible to the citizens 
of the Union, 

RESOLVED to establish the conditions for the application of the principles of 
subsidiarity and proportionality, as enshrined in Article I-9 of the Constitution, 
and to establish a system for monitoring the application of those principles by the 
Institutions, 

HAVE AGREED UPON the following provisions, which shall be annexed to the 
Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe: 

Article 1 

Each Institution shall ensure constant respect for the principles of subsidiarity and 
proportionality, as laid down in Article I-9 of the Constitution. 

Article 2 

Before proposing European legislative acts, the Commission shall consult widely. 
Such consultations shall, where appropriate, take into account the regional and 
local dimension of the action envisaged. In cases of exceptional urgency, the 
Commission shall not conduct such consultations. It shall give reasons for the 
decision in its proposal. 

Article 2a 

The term “draft European legislative act” shall denote Commission proposals, 
initiatives of groups of Member States, initiatives of the European Parliament, 
requests from the Court of Justice, recommendations from the European Central 
Bank and requests from the European Investment Bank for the adoption of a 
European legislative act. 

Article 3 

The Commission shall forward its proposals for European legislative acts and its 
amended proposals to the national Parliaments of the Member States at the same 
time as to the Union legislator. 

The European Parliament shall forward its draft European legislative acts and its 
amended drafts to the national Parliaments. 

The Council shall forward draft legislative acts originating from a group of 
Member States, the Court of Justice, the European Central Bank or the European 
Investment Bank and amended drafts to the national Parliaments of the Member 
States. 

Upon adoption, legislative resolutions of the European Parliament and positions of 
the Council shall be forwarded by them to the national Parliaments. 

Article 4 

Draft European legislative acts shall be justified with regard to the principles of 
subsidiarity and proportionality. Any draft European legislative act should contain 
a detailed statement making it possible to appraise compliance with the principles 
of subsidiarity and proportionality. 
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This statement should contain some assessment of the proposal’s financial impact 
and, in the case of a European framework law, of its implications for the rules to 
be put in place by Member States, including, where necessary, the regional 
legislation. The reasons for concluding that a Union objective can be better 
achieved at Union level shall be substantiated by qualitative and, wherever 
possible, quantitative indicators. Draft European legislative acts shall take account 
of the need for any burden, whether financial or administrative, falling upon the 
Union, national governments, regional or local authorities, economic operators 
and citizens, to be minimised and commensurate with the objective to be achieved. 

Article 5 

Any national Parliament or any chamber of a national Parliament of a Member 
State may, within six weeks from the date of transmission of a draft European 
legislative act, send to the Presidents of the European Parliament, the Council and 
the Commission a reasoned opinion stating why it considers that the draft in 
question does not comply with the principle of subsidiarity. It will be for each 
national Parliament or each chamber of a national Parliament to consult, where 
appropriate, regional parliaments with legislative powers. 

If the draft European legislative act originates from a group of Member States, the 
President of the Council shall forward the opinion to the governments of those 
Member States. If the draft European legislative act originates from the Court of 
Justice, the European Central Bank or the European Investment Bank, the 
President of the Council shall forward the opinion to the institution or body 
concerned. 

Article 6 

The European Parliament, the Council of Ministers and the Commission, and, 
where appropriate, the group of Member States, the Court of Justice, the 
European Central Bank or the European Investment Bank if the draft legislative 
act originates from them, shall take account of the reasoned opinions issued by 
national Parliaments or by a chamber of a national Parliament. 

Each national Parliament shall have two votes, shared out on the basis of the 
national parliamentary system. In the case of a bicameral Parliamentary system, 
each of the two chambers shall have one vote. 

Where reasoned opinions on a draft European legislative act’s non-compliance 
with the principle of subsidiarity represent at least one third of all the votes 
allocated to the national Parliaments and their chambers, the draft must be 
reviewed. This threshold shall be a quarter in the case of a draft 

European legislative act submitted on the basis of Article III-165 of the 
Constitution on the area of freedom, security and justice. 

After such review, the Commission or, where appropriate, the group of Member 
States, the European Parliament, the Court of Justice, the European Central Bank 
or the European Investment Bank if the draft European legislative act originates 
from them, may decide to maintain, amend or withdraw the draft. Reasons must 
be given for this decision. 

Article 7 

The Court of Justice of the European Union shall have jurisdiction to hear actions 
on grounds of infringement of the principle of subsidiarity by a European 
legislative act, brought in accordance with the rules laid down in Article III-270 of 
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the Constitution by Member States, or notified by them in accordance with their 
legal order on behalf of their national Parliament or a chamber of it. 

In accordance with the same Article of the Constitution, the Committee of the 
Regions may also bring such actions as regards European legislative acts for the 
adoption of which the Constitution provides that it be consulted. 

Article 8 

The Commission shall submit each year to the European Council, the European 
Parliament, the Council and the national Parliaments a report on the application 
of Article I-9 of the Constitution. 

This annual report shall also be forwarded to the Committee of the Regions and to 
the Economic and Social Committee. 

Source: extract from 2003/2004 IGC Provisional consolidated version of the Protocols 
annexed to the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe and of Annexes I and II 
(CIG 86/04 ADD 1). The full text can be accessed at 
http://ue.eu.int/igcpdf/en/04/cg00/cg00086-ad01.en04.pdf. 
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